VIA EMAIL AND POSTAL SERVICE
June 25, 2020
Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training
860 Stillwater Road, Suite 100
West Sacramento, CA 95605
Re:

POST Violations of SB 978

Dear California Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training (POST),
On behalf of the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF), we write to inform you that POST
has failed to comply with the requirements of SB 978, which was signed into law by
Governor Jerry Brown on September 30, 2018. This law requires POST and local law
enforcement agencies to “conspicuously post on their Internet Web sites all current
standards, policies, practices, operating procedures, and education and training materials
that would otherwise be available to the public if a request was made pursuant to the
California Public Records Act” commencing January 1, 2020.1
EFF is an international non-profit organization based in San Francisco that advocates for
civil liberties as technology advances in our society. Our mission includes ensuring
transparency regarding police practices such as surveillance. We have previously reached
out to POST to raise concerns about inadequate training materials for automated license
plate readers (ALPRs) that were outdated and did not reflect changes to state law.2
EFF supported SB 978 because it would allow the public to understand the operations of
law enforcement agencies, without the need for filing hundreds of individual California
Public Records Act (CPRA) requests throughout the state. Although POST has created an
open data portal for its education and training materials, an inspection by EFF has found
a number of deficiencies that undermine both the spirit and the letter of the law.
First, we specifically identified problems with the ALPR and facial recognition training
modules, as well as the California Peace Officers Association’s use of force training.
These modules would otherwise be available to the public if they were requested through
the CPRA. In fact, EFF obtained a full, unredacted copy of the POST-certified ALPR
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training, which included both participant notes and presentation slides, through a CPRA
request last year.3
In place of the ALPR, facial recognition technology, and use of force training modules,
POST has uploaded documents stating that the modules’ creators have invoked copyright
protections.4 These creators—private companies certified by POST to provide education
and training programs—may have done so in response to a POST bulletin dated
September 24, 2019, which stated that copyrighted education and training materials are
exempt from disclosure under the CPRA.5
However, the CPRA does not include a broad-based copyright exception. The CPRA has
carved out a narrow copyright exemption only for computer software developed by a
state or local agency. That exemption does not apply to education and training materials.6
California courts have specifically held that the CPRA’s software exemption “provides
no statutory authority for asserting any other copyright interest.”7
The public has the right to know how peace officers are trained—and for good reason.
Officers’ use of force causes bodily harm and, in some cases, death. ALPR and facial
recognition technology amass vast amounts of data about California residents. Both
technologies have triggered legislative action on the state and local level,8 and it is
important for the public to examine whether the training reflects new and evolving law.
In fact, a 2020 report by the California State Auditor’s Office found that three out of four
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agencies it audited did not ensure that ALPR users are adequately trained. “Without
sufficient training, there is little assurance that ALPR users know and understand agency
ALPR policies, including recent changes, or are aware of the limits on how they may use
ALPR data,” the auditor wrote.9
As the statutes and case law have made clear, the public’s right to know does not give
way when private companies claim that their content is copyrighted.
Moreover, POST has failed to comply with SB 978’s requirements that it conspicuously
publish all current education and training materials that would otherwise be available to
the public through a CPRA request. Instead, POST has only uploaded brief outlines to its
open data portal, in place of the full education and training materials.10 These outlines
lack detailed descriptions of their course curriculums. Indeed, all of the materials that
POST has uploaded about peace officers’ use of force trainings are outlines. Many of
those outlines mention presentation slides, but POST frequently excludes those slides
from the uploaded materials.11 With police use of force currently a hotly debated issue
throughout the state and nation, it is all the more concerning that POST is unlawfully
hiding this material.
In light of these concerns, we demand that POST fully comply with SB 978 by uploading
the full education and training materials for all modules, including modules regarding
ALPR, facial recognition, and use of force.
Please advise us of your position on POST’s SB-978 violations by July 10, 2020. You
may contact us via email at dm@eff.org and naomi@eff.org and by phone at 415-4369333 x151.
Sincerely,
Dave Maass
Senior Investigative Researcher
Naomi Gilens
Frank Stanton Fellow
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